SWARAJ ENGINES LIMITED
POLICY FOR REMUNERATION OF THE DIRECTORS, KEY MANAGERIAL PERSONNEL AND OTHER
EMPLOYEES
Purpose
This Policy sets out the approach to Compensation of Directors, Key Managerial Personnel and
other employees in Swaraj Engines Limited.
Policy Statement
Being part of M&M Group, a well-defined Compensation policy for Directors, Key Managerial
Personnel and all employees is in place. The overall compensation philosophy is to attract and
retain high performers by compensating them at levels that are broadly comparable with the
median of the comparator basket while differentiating people on the basis of performance,
potential and criticality for achieving competitive advantage in the business.
Non-Executive Directors Including Independent Directors
The Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC) shall decide the basis for determining the
compensation, both Fixed and variable, payable to the Non-Executive Directors, including
Independent Directors, whether as commission or otherwise. The NRC shall take into consideration
various factors such as director’s participation in Board and Committee meetings during the year,
other responsibilities undertaken, such as membership or Chairmanship of committees, time spent
in carrying out their duties, role and functions as envisaged in Schedule IV of the Companies Act
2013 (“the Act”) and the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015,
and such other factors as the NRC may deem fit for determining the compensation. The Board shall
determine the compensation to Non-Executive Directors within the overall limits specified in the
Shareholders resolution.
Whole Time Director(s) / Executive Director(s)
The remuneration to Whole Time Director(s) / Executive Director(s) shall be recommended by NRC
to the Board. The remuneration consists of both fixed compensation and variable compensation
and shall be paid as salary, commission, performance bonus, stock options (where applicable),
perquisites and fringe benefits as approved by the Board and within the overall limits specified in
the Shareholders resolution. The revision in compensation, if any, will be determined annually by
the NRC based on their performance.
Key Managerial Personnel (KMPs) and Senior Management
The NRC shall recommend to the Board the terms of remuneration including annual revision of
KMPs (Company Secretary, Chief Financial Officer and others) and senior management personnel in
consistent with the competitive position of the salary for similar positions in the industry and their

Qualifications, Experience, Roles and Responsibilities. Pursuant to the provisions of section 203 of
the Companies Act 2013 the Board shall approve the remuneration of KMPs at the time of their
appointment.
The remuneration to directors, KMPs and senior management involves a balance between fixed
and incentive pay reflecting short and long-term performance objectives appropriate to the
working of the company and its goals.
Employees
We follow a differential approach in choosing the comparator basket for benchmarking, depending
upon the level in the organization.
We have a CTC (Cost to Company) concept which includes a fixed component (Guaranteed Pay)
and a variable component (Performance pay). The percentage of the variable component increases
with increasing hierarchy levels, as we believe employees at higher positions have a far greater
impact and influence on the overall business result. The CTC is reviewed once every year and the
compensation strategy for positioning of individuals takes into consideration the following
elements:





Performance
Potential
Criticality
Longevity in grade

Remuneration for the new employees other than KMPs and Senior Management Personnel will be
decided by the HR, in consultation with the concerned business unit head at the time of hiring,
depending upon the relevant job experience, last compensation and the skill-set of the selected
candidate.
The Company may also grant Stock Options to the Employees and Directors (other than
Independent Directors and Promoter) in accordance with the ESOP Scheme of the Company as and
when considered, subject to the compliance of the applicable statutes and regulations.
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